Innovative Measurement Techniques in Surface Science
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We describe four new experimental techniques advanced during the last decade in the authors' laboratory. The techniques include photon scanning tunneling microscopy; aberration-corrected low-energy electron microscopy in combination with photoelectron emission microscopy, microcalorimetry, and electron-spin resonance spectroscopy. It is demonstrated how those techniques may be applied to solve fundamental problems in surface science with growing demands to tackle complex nanoscopic systems, and, in particular in catalysis science, which, without the availability of those techniques, would be difficult if not impossible to address.

1. Introduction

Science and knowledge has always progressed in major steps when new measurement techniques became available. This is particularly true for surface science. In fact, the entire field started to develop in the second half of the sixties due to the introduction of ultrahigh vacuum technology, which in turn enabled the development of new experimental techniques. Those allowed the scientific community to come to an atomistic understanding of solid surfaces. Typical examples of how much may be gained through method development are the various scanning probe techniques. Their ability to access real space information on surfaces beyond classical electron microscopy has changed our perception about surfaces, because seeing is believing. Without them, the current nano-science initiatives, encompassing chemistry, physics and biology, would have been impossible. While this is easily agreed upon once the technique has demonstrated its potential in the scientific community, it is often forgotten that the pathway to its development has been nothing but smooth. Not only because it might have been difficult to develop the experiment or due to the lack of craftsmanship, an important stumbling block often has been the lack of support. In many cases progress was only possible because researchers were deviating from the canonical path. It is simply impossible to perform risky research projects, and instrument development is such a risky field, within two- to three-year project schedules. One needs long-term support, and this article is, in addition to reporting progress in developing experimental techniques in the authors' laboratory, a plea for such kind of support. Without having the institutional support of the organization (www.mpg.de) supporting the authors, and the independence from administrative restrictions, it would have been impossible to bring the development described below to completion.

Herein, we briefly touch upon the scientific questions we are trying to answer in order to provide a way for the reader to understand how the necessity for building equipment developed. Surface science has greatly contributed to a number of fields of technological importance, such as semiconductor device physics, catalysis science, storage media, IT applications, and even certain areas of organic, inorganic, and biological chemistry. One scheme that runs through many of those is the investigation of nanostructured materials. Our focus has been catalysis with the goal to understand disperse metal and oxide catalysts at the atomic scale. Appropriate samples in this field are considerably more complex than for example, metal single crystals. In turn, a combination of techniques is generally required to achieve a complete picture and avoid overinterpreting individual results. This necessity to characterize the numerous properties of interest is the main driving force for instrument development. This also implies a certain compatibility of the techniques in the sense that the same samples may be studied with each technique.

We already referred to scanning probe microscopy. A disadvantage of those techniques is their inherent chemical insensitivity. This disadvantage also applied to electron microscopy and was only turned into an advantage when combining it with local spectroscopy, in this case electron energy loss spectroscopy. In the case of scanning probe techniques, the disadvantage may be overcome by detecting the bias dependence of electron transport into the sample (scanning tunneling spectroscopy), or the fluorescence signal generated by locally exciting the surface with electrons from the tip. For the latter case a photon-scanning tunneling microscope, as proposed by Gimzewski et al. has been developed to study the optical characteristics of metal particles, and, recently, defect structures in oxide surfaces. Parallel to this, a new aberration-corrected instrument for low-energy electron microscopy (LEEM), and photoelectron emission microscopy (PEEM), as proposed by Rose et al. is under development. This is a long-term development, and was, in fact, held up by the way it was funded in the beginning. This instrument will allow us to address individ-
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ual nanoparticles supported on surfaces and take photoelectron and near-edge X-ray absorption spectra of such individual particles and adsorbates on them. Both methods will provide unprecedented input to our understanding of the chemistry of supported catalysts.

In addition to providing access to information on individual nano-objects, it is also important to be able to determine key quantities of particle ensembles. Thermodynamic quantities such as adsorption energies are of particular interest as they provide benchmarks for comparison with bulk systems and also for any theoretical development. Since particle systems are not stable under thermal treatment, classical thermal desorption techniques (TDS), typically applied at surface systems, cannot be used in this case. Other limitations arise from the fact that TDS provides reliable results only for systems with fully reversible adsorption, which means that most catalytically relevant processes involving dissociation, reaction with co-adsorbates, clustering or diffusion into the bulk cannot be correctly probed by nonisothermal methods. Microcalorimetry as developed by King et al. and improved by Campbell et al. is a solution. We have built a microcalorimeter with sufficient sensitivity to be able to measure temperature-dependent heats of adsorption on nanoparticle ensembles with aggregates sizes ranging down to about hundred atoms.

There are already many spectroscopic techniques available to investigate particle ensembles, but techniques based on magnetic resonance are scarce in surface science. This is mainly caused by the low sensitivity of nuclear magnetic resonance, so popular in many other fields of material science. Because of this low sensitivity, recording NMR signals from single-crystal surfaces is not possible in a conventional manner. As shown by Fick et al., highly polarized nuclear spin populations are required to overcome this problem, which up to now has considerably restricted the applicability of the method. On the other hand, electron spin resonance provides the necessary sensitivity for this type of research, as demonstrated by Baerscheke et al. If such an experiment would be feasible, interesting information that is out of reach for other techniques could be obtained. In addition, electron spin resonance represents a photon-in–photon-out technique, and is as such applicable not only in ultrahigh vacuum, but also in an ambient environment.

In the following chapters, developments made in the authors’ laboratory on the techniques described above are presented and exemplified on the basis of recent results.

2. Fluorescence Spectroscopy with the STM

Classical wave optics sets a natural limit to the spatial resolution that is achievable by far-field optical techniques. However, electron injection into the sample is used in fluorescence spectroscopy with an STM to overcome the limits of optical microscopy. As the diameter of the exciting electron beam from the STM tip is hereby not larger than 1 nm, optical properties can be probed with unmatched spatial resolution even though detected in the far field.

Optical spectroscopy with an STM is feasible only because of the distinct nature of the tip–sample cavity to act as an electromagnetic resonator. The hereby tip-induced plasmons (TIP) are driven by high-frequency fluctuations of the tunnel current, while the required energy is provided by inelastic electron transport through the STM junction. The field enhancement that is associated with the TIPs may easily reach a factor of thousand. Due to an antenna-like effect, such strong near-fields dramatically increase the spontaneous emission rate of a dipole source placed in the STM junction. Only this enhancement effect renders light emission from individual centers detectable in the far field.

Despite of the field amplification, the detection of photons from an STM contact remains challenging. In our setup, a beetle-type STM head was surrounded by a parabolic mirror of 45 mm diameter and 10 mm focal length, which collects light from about 30% of the total solid angle of 4π (Figure 1 a).
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**Figure 1.** a) Experimental setup to detect photons from an STM junction. b) Emission spectra of a single Au particle on TiO$_2$(110) (U$_L$ = 5 V, I = 2 nA). The spectral positions on the particle are depicted in the inset (30 x 30 nm$^2$). c) Topographic image and photon map of a 10 ML thick MgO film on Mo(001) (100 x 100 nm$^2$). At the selected excitation bias of 5.1 V, surface regions with low work function appear with bright contrast.
probes the integral optical response and is employed to acquire spatial maps of the emission yield. Those photon maps are measured simultaneously with a topographic image and enable the direct identification of optically active sites at the surface. A Glenn-Thomson prism placed in front of either the two detectors allows us to probe the polarization of the photons in addition. Alternative setups to detect the radiation from an STM junction have been realized in other groups.\textsuperscript{18,19}

We have advanced the technique of STM-based optical spectrometry in two directions, by performing experiments on single metal nanoparticles and oxide materials. Both systems are characterized by highly inhomogeneous optical properties across their surface. The emission response of nanoparticles depends sensitively on their geometry as well as on interactions with adjacent particles and the substrate.\textsuperscript{20} The capability of the technique in terms of spatial resolution is demonstrated in Figure 1b, which displays a set of emission spectra taken across a single Au particle on a TiO\textsubscript{2}(110) surface. Spectra of the particle centre reveal a strong emission line at 550 nm that is assigned to an out-of-plane plasmon excitation.\textsuperscript{21} The peak gradually loses intensity and finally disappears when moving the tip over the particle edge onto the oxide surface. From the evolution of the emission signal with tip position, the lateral resolution of the method is estimated to be of the order of 1 nm. The technique has been extensively exploited to study the emission properties of nanoparticles as a function of their size, shape, chemical composition and interparticle coupling.\textsuperscript{21,22} For example, chemically different aggregates (Mg, Ca and Au) as well as alloys,\textsuperscript{23} could be identified on an MgO support via their specific optical response. Furthermore, a distinct blue-shift of the emission peak has been observed for Ag particles of decreasing size, reflecting the vanishing influence of d electrons on the s-like plasmons in ultrasmall aggregates.\textsuperscript{21} Finally, mutual coupling between plasmonic and excitonic excitations was studied for different particle-oxide systems, providing insight into an elementary energy-transfer process occurring in photochemical reactions.\textsuperscript{24}

A second focus of our work lies in the optical characterization of pristine oxide materials. Their optical properties are governed by the excitation and radiative decay of electron-hole pairs, being closely associated with the defect structure and therefore spatially inhomogeneous as well.\textsuperscript{25} Light emission due to exciton recombination has been detected on MgO(001) films upon injection of energetic electrons ($E_{\text{inj}} > 25$ eV).\textsuperscript{26} The two emission bands at 3.1 and 4.4 eV were hereby assigned to excitons trapped at low-coordinated sites in the MgO surface. With decreasing electron energy, electron-hole-pair formation becomes impossible due to the large oxide band gap of $\sim 8$ eV. However, a second optical channel opens between 5.5–8.0 eV excitations bias, when electrons are injected into image-potential states at the oxide surface and decay radiatively to the MgO conduction band onset.\textsuperscript{27} The threshold bias for exciting this particular emission depends strongly on the sample work function and maps of the intensity therefore provide information on the spatial distribution of the work function across the oxide film. A corresponding photon map is presented in Figure 1c. In the left panel, the morphology of the MgO film is shown, whereby defect-free oxide terraces appear in bright colour and a network of separating dislocation lines in dark colour. The right panel displays the corresponding photon-intensity distribution, measured simultaneously in the same surface region. At the selected bias of 5.1 V, the oxide terraces with their low work function are optically active, as only there electrons have enough energy to reach the image potential states. The line defects, on the other hand, have a considerably higher work function and the emission channel opens only above 6.0 V sample bias. This increase in the local work function is attributed to the ability of such defects to trap electrons, which in turn induce a large negative surface dipole.\textsuperscript{25} Fluorescence spectroscopy with the STM is among the few methods that are able to explore the chemically important phenomenon of electron trapping at an atomic scale.

One direction in which fluorescence spectroscopy with an STM will develop in the future is to link the unique spatial resolution of STM to the high temporal resolution of a pump-probe optical experiment.

3. A Project to Build a Spectromicroscope with Aberration Correction for many Relevant Techniques (SMART)

Within a collaboration including groups from universities Würzburg, Erlangen, Clausthal, the Zeiss company, BESSY, and the Fritz Haber Institute of the Max Planck Society, a new type of spectromicroscope that combines a "normal" LEEM/PEEM instrument with aberration corrections (both, chromatic and spherical) and energy resolution using an imaging energy analyzer has been designed and built. This instrument, called SMART\textsuperscript{28,29} and installed at BESSY II, is aimed at the spectroscopic and structural characterization of individual nanoparticles supported on oxide films. Theory predicts a lateral resolution of 0.5 nm at an energy resolution of less than 100 meV, whereby the transmission is increased nearly a hundred times compared to conventional LEEM/PEEM instruments due to the large acceptance angle of SMART. In fact, this instrument delivered a lateral resolution of 2.6 nm and an energy resolution of 180 meV together with an increase in transmission of about one order of magnitude (compared to standard PEEM instruments). This was possible only by fulfilling three major conditions: 1) improvement of the electron optical design by aberration correction, 2) highly stable sources for the magnetic and electrostatic fields and precise mechanical alignment of the optical elements, and 3) protection against external perturbations by electromagnetic shielding and vibration damping. Especially with respect to aberration correction, groundbreaking work has been done within the SMART project: the tetrode electron mirror together with a highly symmetric magnetic beam splitter as suggested by Rose and Freikas\textsuperscript{30,31} has been the first successfully working aberration corrector that compensates simultaneously for spherical and chromatic aberration of the electron lens system. The second innovation is the first UHV version of the magnetic OMEGA filter which represents a second-order aberration-corrected imaging electron energy an-
alyzer. With a spatial resolution smaller than one thousandth of the field of view the imaging quality is the best ever achieved for an energy filter, and is capable of delivering the highest energy resolution.

Besides these unique electron optical properties, the SMART excels as a versatile instrument for comprehensive surface characterization. Utilizing different sources (linearly or circularly polarized X-rays, ultraviolet (UV) light, electron gun, etc.) the SMART offers a variety of contrast mechanisms by imaging photoemitted and reflected electrons. Thus it enables spatially resolved investigations of morphology, chemical distribution, electronic state, molecular orientation, magnetization, work function, structural properties, atomic steps, and so forth. As LEEM/PEEM in general, the SMART is a directly (i.e. nonscanning) imaging instrument allowing for real-time observation of surface processes at video rate or even faster. Due to sample heating and LN$_2$ cooling the surface can be studied in situ within a temperature range of 130 K and 2000 K, enabling the investigation of temperature-dependent processes such as phase transitions, desorption, chemical reaction or crystal growth. By dosing gases into the specimen chamber up to a pressure of 10$^{-3}$ mbar, surface chemical reactions have been observed directly with this kind of instrument.

In contrast to the widely used TEM and SEM (transmission and scanning electron microscopes) the kinetic electron energy at the sample is low for a LEEM/PEEM, typically in the range of 1 to 500 eV. Beside the reduced risk of beam damage, this has the advantage of a small probing depth of the order of a nanometer.

If soft X-rays with a typical photon energy range of 100 eV to 1000 eV are used to illuminate the sample, a whole energy spectrum of electrons is emitted. The energetic position of the spectral lines may be assigned to a specific element, and, moreover, energetic shifts of the lines are related to the chemical state of the related atoms. With the energy filter a specific ionization and therefore a corresponding element can be selected. Only the electrons belonging to this line are used for imaging. As a consequence, just these surface areas appear bright in the microscopic image, which contain high concentrations of the selected elements. By scanning the energy window over the whole XPS, the chemical composition is mapped within spatial resolution of the instrument.

Additionally to the spectroscopic contrast, the SMART offers structural contrast by illuminating the sample with electrons produced by a highly brilliant electron gun and imaging the elastically reflected electrons (LEEM). For crystalline samples the wave nature of electrons is used for imaging. The periodic arrangement of atoms in the crystal and at the surface produces a specific electron diffraction pattern (LEED) from which one deduces the structures of the crystal and the adsorbate. In LEEM the diffraction contrast visualizes different crystalline structures, surface superstructures, facets and single atomic steps. By aberration correction the SMART reaches a lateral resolution of 2.6 nm in LEEM, which enables the direct observation of tiny structures such as the herringbone superstructure of the Au(111)–(2×2) surface, which would not have been possible without aberration correction, due to the resolution limit of about 4 nm. Figure 2a shows large terraces on a Au(111) surface with atomic steps (dark lines) and contamination with carbon clusters (white dots). Additionally a striped pattern with weaker contrast is visible (indicated by dotted lines) with two directions: rotated by 120° except for the lower left where the contrast lines run horizontal. The observed periodicity of 28 nm ± 0.5 nm corresponds to the distance of the elbows in the herringbone reconstruction (see model in right inset) found on large terraces. The herringbone structure arises from a reconstruction of the Au(111) surface which contains a tighter arrangement of Au atoms than the hexagonal close packing and a large unit cell. It gives rise to reconstruction lines arranged in a herringbone structure with straight sections and elbows. This superstructure consists of an alternating arrangement of fcc and hcp surface areas. The difference in the local crystalline structure is the reason for the diffraction contrast, so that the different types of elbows appear as dark and bright lines. At higher magnification and slightly changed diffraction conditions even the higher frequency of 7.3 nm becomes visible (Figure 2b), which is only possible if the lateral resolution is considerably better than half the period length (< 3.7 nm). Understanding the development of oxide film growth morphology is a necessary prerequisite to investigate metal nanoparticles supported on those oxides be-
cause their stability will be strongly influenced by surface termination and defect structure of the oxide. Using the LEEM options of the instrument allow us to study, for example, the growth of a magnetite film on a Pt(111) single-crystal substrate, using a recipe developed by our group. The LEED pattern in Figure 2b(i) shows the coexistence of a hexagonal structure, expected for the nominal 2.6 nm thick Fe$_3$O$_4$ film in the (111) orientation, and of a Moiré pattern which leads to additional spots surrounding the central (00) spot, related to the presence of an FeO film on Pt(111). The bright-field image (Figure 2b(ii)), obtained by using the zero-order diffraction spot together with the spots of the Moiré pattern, shows bright ring-like white patches, which cover about 2% of the entire surface. These patches appear dark in the dark-field images (Figure 2b(iii,iv)) when taken with the first-order diffraction spots of the magnetite. Therefore these areas are regions where a FeO bilayer emerges and are not covered by the magnetite thin film. Only thicker oxide films are sufficiently stabilized to allow the application of higher oxidation temperatures, which is important to perform the studies envisioned. Eventually this will allow us, in combination with the PEEM options of the instrument, to look at structure-reactivity correlations on individual nanoparticles on oxides, which in turn will be a major step forward in understanding heterogeneous chemistry, which is so important within heterogeneous catalysis.

### 4. Single-Crystal Adsorption Calorimetry

In order to link our detailed knowledge on particles structures to the energetics of gas-surface interactions, a new microcalorimeter has been built and integrated into an ultrahigh vacuum apparatus (for more details see ref.[12]). This setup allows for in situ preparation of well-defined supported model catalysts on ultrathin (1–10 µm) metal single crystals and measurement of adsorption and reaction heats in a broad temperature region ranging from 100 to 300 K. The method of single-crystal adsorption calorimetry (SCAC) relies on the measurement of a temperature rise upon adsorption of molecules on the ultrathin single crystals, which is recorded via a pyroelectric detector and an independent laser-based energy calibration. Briefly, in a microcalorimetric experiment, a pulse of gas from a chopped molecular beam impinges on a crystal surface and a fraction of the molecules striking the surface absorbs, causing a transient heat input and a temperature rise. This small change in temperature (a few mk) is measured by a pyroelectric heat detector, consisting of a β-polyvinylidene fluoride (β-PVDF) ribbon coated with a metal on both sides, which produces a voltage signal upon heat transfer. The absolute signal calibration is performed by applying pulses of laser light of known energy, which pass through the molecular beam and are chopped in a way identical to the molecular flux. Simultaneously, the absolute number of molecules adsorbed in a single beam pulse is determined by a sticking coefficient measurement via the King–Wells method.[38]

Figure 3a shows the main components of the experimental arrangement of the adsorption/reaction chamber, which includes a high-flux effusive molecular beam (1) (up to 2 x 10$^{15}$ molecules cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$) with an integrated chopper and the tools for laser-calibration purposes (for details see ref.[12]) as well as the microcalorimeter (2). The absolute accuracy of the heat values critically depend on the absolute intensity of the laser light, the reflectivity of the sample and the absolute flux of molecules impinging on the sample surface. To accurately determine these parameters, three corresponding in situ detectors were additionally integrated into the vacuum system. A differentially pumped rotatable platform (3) mounted in the center of the adsorption/reaction chamber carries the microcalorimeter (2) and two additional detectors: a UHV-compatible photodiode (4) for in situ determination of the absolute laser intensity and a beam monitor (5) for measurement of the absolute molecular beam fluxes. The third detector for in situ determination of the reflectivity of the sample is set up in a separate preparation chamber (not shown here).

The entire microcalorimeter can be cooled down to liquid nitrogen temperature or with a cooled gas to cryogenic tem-
peratures. For this, the microcalorimeter is connected to a thermal reservoir made of Cu, whose large mass (about 2 kg) provides sufficient temperature stability within hundreds of minutes. For the measurement of the molecular beam flux and the laser intensity calibration the platform (3) can be rotated to bring the corresponding detectors—the beam monitor (S) and the photodiode (4)—in front of the molecular beam at a distance of 4 mm, which is exactly the same as the position of the sample during the microcalorimetric measurement. This allows one to minimize the systematic errors due to misalignments of different types of detectors.

For the present setup, detector sensitivities of 8–40 V μJ⁻¹ cm⁻² was achieved with a noise-limited resolution of about 120 nJ cm⁻². The detection limit of the calorimeter for CO adsorption on clean Pt(111) was estimated to be 1.5×10⁻¹² molecules cm⁻² s⁻¹, corresponding to a coverage of less than 0.1% of a monolayer, with respect to the number of surface atoms of Pt(111). We obtained the absolute accuracy in energy to within a few percent.

To address the correlation between the structure of the nanoparticles and the energetics of the gas–surface interactions, we studied CO adsorption on Pd nanoparticles as a function of particle size. Figure 4A shows the initial heats of CO adsorption on the Pd particles supported on a Fe₃O₄/Pt(111) oxide film for five different nominal Pd deposition thicknesses (0.3, 0.6, 1.5, 4, and 7 Å) and on Pd(111), corresponding to particle sizes between ~120 and ~4900 Pd atoms per particle (corresponding to particle diameters from 1.8 to 8 nm).

The dependence of initial CO adsorption heats on the particle size shows a pronounced trend. The initial heat of adsorption decreases with the nominal Pd deposition thickness, that is, with decreasing particle size, from 126 ± 7 kJ mol⁻¹ to 8 nm-sized Pd particles to 106 ± 2 kJ mol⁻¹ on the smallest 1.8 nm clusters. All investigated particles showed smaller initial adsorption enthalpies as compared to the single-crystal surface (149 kJ mol⁻¹). It may be of interest to compare the calorimetrically measured adsorption enthalpies with corresponding thermal desorption data. However, such a comparison is difficult, as the ensemble of nanoparticles changes during temperature ramp, which is particularly significant for the smallest particles. Therefore, calorimetry is the only way forward to access this information reliably.

There are two counteracting trends that can potentially account for the changes in the adsorption energy with the decreasing particles’ dimension. First, with decreasing cluster size a larger fraction of the low-coordinated sites is created, which exhibit higher adsorption energies as compared to the regular (111) facets and consequently would lead to increasing initial adsorption energies. Since an opposite trend is observed experimentally, we conclude that this effect cannot play a major role in determining how CO adsorption energies vary with particle size for Pd. Second, the initial CO adsorption heat may decrease with decreasing particles size as a result of two effects: 1) weakening of the chemisorptive interaction and 2) reduction of the Van der Waals attraction. Previously, it has been demonstrated experimentally and confirmed theoretically that the interatomic bond length in small metal particles decreases with decreasing particle size. This lattice contraction in small metal clusters was theoretically shown to result in a reduction of adsorbate binding energy corresponding to the principle of bond-order conservation. A second reason for the decrease of adsorption heat of a gas-phase molecule on small metal clusters is a weakening of the dispersion force (Van der Waals interaction) that is induced by dynamic response of bulk electrons of the metal to charge density fluctuations in an adsorbed molecule. Since smaller clusters contain fewer electrons available for dynamic response, the gradual decrease of the initial adsorption heat with decreasing cluster size may be understood. Similar behavior has been previously observed in, however, inconclusive TPD studies for methane on Pd and NO on Ag nanoclusters and was
also attributed to the reduced polarizability of the small metal nanoparticles.

5. Development of EPR Spectroscopy to Study Single-Crystal Surfaces

ESR spectroscopy was used to address surface problems early on (e.g., refs. [47–49]), but measurements on single-crystal surfaces under ultrahigh vacuum conditions are scarce. What is the reason for this? One has to keep in mind that the technique is rather restricted in terms of applicable systems—it requires either paramagnetic or ferromagnetic samples—and, moreover, is not inherently surface sensitive. On the other hand, ESR spectroscopy can determine the characteristic magnetic parameters characterizing the system with high precision. These parameters (e.g., the g- and hyperfine tensors) encode the geometric as well as electronic properties of the system and it does so for systems that are often difficult to access with conventional surface-sciences techniques. On a single-crystal surface one can not only determine the values of the magnetic parameters but also their orientation with respect to the surface, which can be translated into geometric information. Despite the limitation to paramagnetic or ferromagnetic samples, there is a variety of interesting classes of species that can be investigated by ESR spectroscopy. These range from paramagnetic transition metal atoms and ions, structural defects such as anion vacancies on oxide surfaces, paramagnetic adsorbates all the way to reaction intermediates and the group has studied examples for each of these (e.g., refs. [50–57]). The lack of surface sensitivity can be addressed in straightforward fashion, for example by the physisorption of molecular oxygen at low temperature which suppresses the ESR signal from surface species due to its relaxation properties.

All EPR experiments on single-crystal surfaces performed under ultrahigh vacuum conditions so far were continuous-wave (cw) experiments at the X-band (around 10 GHz). The design used in our group goes back to a setup of the Babelscheink group developed in the late 1980s. [14,53,58] The lower part of the chamber consists of a glass-to-metal seal and ends in a quartz finger with an outer diameter of about 10 mm, as shown in Figure 4a, and is inserted into a conventional ESR cavity (TE102 in our case). With these dimensions, the single crystals can have a surface area of about 1 cm². It is decisive to align the crystal appropriately in the cavity. This limits the reduction of its loaded quality factor to the minimum. Even though the general setup remained the same, a variety of changes in the sample setup has allowed an improvement of the sensitivity and especially the long-term stability of the system, such that the detection limit is currently around $5 \times 10^{11}$ spins/cm². The exact figure, however, depends upon the nature of the species (line width, spectral width, relaxation properties, etc.). This sensitivity allows detecting minority sites on surfaces. To this end, defects and particularly point defects are suitable species which affect the chemical properties of oxide surfaces considerably. As shown in Figure 4b ESR spectroscopy is capable to detect paramagnetic $F^-$ centers on single-crystalline MgO(001) surfaces whose concentration were estimated to be $5 \times 10^{-11}$ spins/cm².[55] The signal of the $F^-$ centers shows an angular dependence which is governed by the anisotropy of the Zeeman interaction (g-tensor). From these measurements the orientation of the tensor can be determined and the majority of the species were inferred to be located on edges of the MgO(001) islands. However, due to the limited resolution present in these spectra it is not possible to discriminate between the majority of $F^-$ centers located on edges and the minority of centers located on corners that were observed by low-temperature STM/STS investigations.[56]

Because of these limitations we set out to build a machine to improve the spectral resolution. The strategy to achieve this goal is identical to attempts in NMR spectroscopy, namely to increase the operation frequency and in turn the magnetic field. EPR spectroscopy at higher field has developed rapidly in the last two decades, not the least due to the advent of a commercially available instrument (e.g., refs. [60,61]). The present setup builds on the 94 GHz (W-band) spectrometer available from Bruker (ELEXSYS E600). As shown in Figure 4c, this spectrometer was integrated into a multi-chamber ultrahigh vacuum system (for details of the setup please refer to ref. [62]). Apart from ESR spectroscopy, the samples can be characterized using IR spectroscopy, STM, LEED/Auger as well as TPD. At this point we want to focus on the adaptation of the ESR spectrometer.

We resorted to a special resonator design which was used frequently in the early days of high-frequency EPR, namely a Fabry–Perot resonator which will be described in detail elsewhere.[63] We decided to seal the sample in UHV from the rest of the machine by means of a 150 μm thick (diameter 30 mm) quartz window which is located between the mirrors. The Fabry–Perot resonator is built in situ by moving the sample using the long horizontally oriented manipulator (see Figure 4c) into a Ti tube which is situated inside the magnet during the measurements. The sample itself is mounted on a He cryostat and can be cooled to about 60 K. The travelling length of the manipulator is 800 mm. To cope with such a long lever, the entire machine is located on a nonmagnetic optical bench which is placed on active vibration isolation elements. Also, long-term stability of the resonator is needed. To ensure this, we actively manipulate the length of the Ti-tube by means of a Pelletier element to compensate for thermal drifts.

Figure 4e shows first measurements under ultrahigh vacuum conditions on a 20 ML thick MgO(001) film grown on Mo(001). The upper spectrum was obtained after adsorption of 4 L (5 × 10⁻⁸ torr, 80 s) di-tet-butylinotrioxide (DTBN). The spectrum consists of a single line with a linewidth of 15 G, which is due to exchange coupling of the molecules and is comparable to findings at the X-band.[64] The lower spectrum was obtained after adsorption of submonolayer coverage (0.5 L) of DTBN. The spectrum shown was obtained after subtraction of a background spectrum acquired after desorption of DTBN at 700 K. The line width of the signal is considerably increased as expected for a system with decreasing exchange interaction. In addition to the exchanged narrow line, a new signal appears at $g = 1.9985$. This signal is caused by the reaction of DTBN...
with the MgO surface. As the number of DTBN molecules present on the surface is known, one can compare the intensity of the exchanged narrowmed signal with the one of the new surface species at $g \approx 1.9985$. This results in a concentration of $1.5 \times 10^{17}$ spins cm$^{-2}$, which is currently slightly lower than the sensitivity of the X-band apparatus. However, with this sensitivity and long term stability of the system it is possible to revisit questions related to point defects on oxides which are currently on the way.

6. Conclusions

The advancement of four experimental techniques to investigate nanoscopic systems has been described. The combination of those techniques provides unprecedented information on the relation between geometric structure and properties. This is important as nanoscopic systems, in particular, when interacting with an ambient respond rather differently, more flexibly, compared with a volume system. Such details are actually at the heart of understanding catalysis, a goal we are aspiring to reach. Development of instrumentation is still exceedingly important, and should be forcefully pursued by the scientific community.
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